


A front door isn’t just central 
to the appearance of  your home, 
it’s also what separates you 
and your family from the wind, 
the rain and the world outside. 
That’s why we haven’t just 
created a stunning range of  
elegant doors, we have designed 
and manufactured what we 
believe are some of  the most 
secure, durable and energy 
efficient front doors available 
in the market today.
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With the option of  the famous Kitemark certification, 
Apeer brings the best of  both worlds right to your front 
door. With the sophisticated appearance of  solid timber, 
and all the stability, energy efficiency and durability 
of  modern materials, an Apeer door is the perfect 
hassle-free protector for your home and your family. 
Available in two thicknesses of  70mm and 44mm, each 
Apeer70 and Apeer44 is made from fibreglass (GRP) and 
uPVC with steel reinforcement and a rigid, high density, 
energy retaining, injected polyurethane core.

Protecting what 
matters the most
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Apeer may come in two formats, 
but the principles behind each remain 
the same. Whether you choose the 
70mm thick, double rebate Apeer70, 
or the ingenuity of  the 44mm thick, 
single rebate Apeer44, both perform 
exceptionally well in terms of  energy 
efficiency, security and appearance. 

We offer two 
types of  door, 
the Apeer70 
and Apeer44

Apeer70.
70mm of  high density 
polyurethane foam with 
steel reinforced uPVC 
inner frame, triple glazed 
decorative units, double 
dog bolts, Kitemark 
version available and 
extra insulation and 
security from a double 
rebate uPVC system.

Apeer44.
44mm of  high density 
polyurethane foam with 
steel reinforced uPVC 
inner frame, double 
glazed decorative units 
and flush fit uPVC system.

A
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The best designs always provide a practical 
but elegant solution to a serious problem. 
Using a unique combination of  some of  
the strongest and most robust materials in 
the world including steel, GRP, toughened 
triple or double glazed units and high 
density polyurethane, every Apeer70 and 
Apeer44 has security at its very core.

No compromise 
with an Apeer 
composite

Keyless lock featuring 
the latest in biometric 
technology is available 
on Apeer70 doors and 
is operational by a 
preloaded fingerprint 
scan for added security 
and convenience.

Sidelights are 
available with steel 
coupling bar for extra 
strength or as a fully 
welded doorset.
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With ‘Secured by Design’ police approval, 
this generation of  Apeer doors uses the 
latest in locking technology to challenge 
even the most experienced criminals. 
Steel dog bolts secure the door to the 
frame, while the anti-pick, anti-drill, 
anti-snap and anti-bump cylinder locks 
will give you complete peace of  mind. 

Kitemark 
option available 
on Apeer70 as 
a guarantee of  
high quality 
and security.

Stainless steel 
reinforced 
inner frame

Strong GRP skin

1. Locking plate 
and locking bolt

5. Aluminium coupling bar

Fully secured, steel reinforced 
cassette on all glazing units

1. Locking plate 
and locking bolt

7. Weather deflector

1. Locking plate 
and locking bolt

9. Cylinder lock

High-density polyurethane core

Toplight

All sidelights and 
toplights come with 
toughened triple or 
double glazing

2. Hinge

2. Hinge

2. Hinge

3. Steel 
dog bolt

3. Steel 
dog bolt

3. Steel Dog Bolts
Steel dog bolts secure the 
door to the frame, protecting 
against intruders.

4. Double Rebate
Apeer70’s double rebate system adds 
additional draft protection by creating an 
internal secondary rebated seal.

7. Weather Defence 
Weather deflectors are 
fitted to protect from 
the elements.

8. Millenco Locking System 
3 hooks, 3 dead locks, high 
security system protects your 
family from intruders.

5. Coupling Bar 
Sidelights are coupled with 
aluminium bar for greater 
security, rigidity and stability.

2. Flag Hinges 
Flag hinges are fitted to 
Apeer70 doors to allow 
for adjustment.

1. Locking System
Multi-point locking system is 
fitted as standard to reinforce the 
concept of  safety in your home.

6. Glazing Units
Apeer70 doors have triple glazed units 
as standard and are internally glazed 
without exception preventing easy access.

9. Kitemark Cylinder 
Anti-bump, anti-drill, anti-pick and 
anti-snap Kitemarked cylinder lock 
barrels are fitted as standard.

Multi-point 
locking 
system

2 Steel 
Dog Bolts

Barrel anti-snap 
cut x1

Plug anti-drill pins x2

Zero lift mechanism

Brass pins

Stainless steel 
anti-pick pins x3

Barrel anti-drill 
pins x2

Oversize stainless 
steel driver pin

Stronger spring 
underneath the 
number 10 pin for 
extra resistance 
to bumping

Stainless steel 
bullet zero pin

Inner Rebate Seal

Outer Rebate Seal
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The energy performance of  your home can be greatly increased by 
choosing a door that’s designed to keep the heat in and the cold out. 
The high density polyurethane core contained within each Apeer70 and 
Apeer44 brings a higher level of  strength and insulation in comparison 
with traditional doors. Even our toughened triple and double glazed 
units are highly insulated and come complete with Q Seal warm edge 
Super Spacer® system which can make all the difference to the 
long-term durability, energy efficiency, condensation resistance and 
sound transmission. By only using stable non-wood materials, and with 
continual innovations like Apeer70’s double rebate system, we can greatly 
reduce the opportunities for heat to escape or for draughts to enter.

Close the door 
to energy loss

For better insulation 
every Apeer70 
is equipped with 
toughened triple glazed 
units and Apeer44 with 
double glazed units. 

Glazed units are also 
available with Low E 
glass and can be gas 
filled to offer improved 
thermal performance.

Why is double 
rebate important?
Apeer70’s double 
rebate system adds 
additional draught 
protection by creating 
an internal secondary 
rebated seal.

U Value 
Ratings 

available for 
all doors.

Inner Rebate Seal

Outer Rebate Seal
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Integrating glass into your Apeer door is a simple way to 
add personality and light to your living space. All of  our 
bevelled glass, fused tile and sandblasted designs are hand 
crafted by our decorative glass experts. Each design is then 
integrated into our unique triple or double-glazed units 
and then presented in the door framed by a matching 
timber-effect, raised internal moulding trim. We have 
ensured that these glazed units can only be accessed from 
the inside, which both further enhances the security features 
of  your door and facilitates redecorations or replacements.

Bring light 
to your 
living space

Fused tiles, bevels 
and sandblasted 
designs are 
created by hand 
by our decorative 
glass experts.

Unique Glazing 
System.
Matching timber-
effect raised 
mouldings fitted 
to the inside of  
the door and covers 
our reinforced, 
fully insulated 
toughened 
glazed units.  
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In an Apeer door, every last detail is carefully 
designed to make a real difference. So when we 
apply the finishing touches, we put as much 
consideration and effort into things like glazing 
trims and mouldings, as we do the overall door 
finish. Details like our timber-effect raised mouldings 
and handmade, triple or double insulated decorative 
glass units might be harder to create, but they are 
what makes an Apeer door look so unique. 

Colour Matching
Our manufacturing 
process give us the 
flexibility to colour 
match your complete 
door entrance system, 
inside and outside.

Colour choices are not 
restricted to white frames, 
or to a white only finish 
on the inside. Choose 
your door colour, match 
the door frames, rebate, 
weather deflector and 
internal finish. 

The door 
that keeps up 
appearances
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Our low-maintenance, highly robust 
colour finish is designed to stay looking 
good year after year, both on the outside 
and on the inside. Choose the perfect 
colour for the exterior of  your home 
and match it with the perfect colour for 
the inside. Plus, for absolute consistency 
even when the door is open, we carefully 
colour match every edge. 

Standard Colour Range:
1.Blue
2.Red
3.Rosewood
4.Black
5.Light Oak
6.White
7.Cream
8.Green
9.Burgundy

Colours that stay 
bright whatever 
the weather

1

4

3

6

2

5

7 98

For a 
bespoke colour 
finish simply 
bring along a 
RAL colour 
reference.

Please refer to our colour 
swatches for an accurate 
colour match.

Please note we offer 
a range of  standard 
colours on the Apeer 
range on both door sides 
or as a colour outside/
white inside option.  
There is an extra 
charge for non-standard 
RAL colours.

Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing constraints will give rise to some colour deviation.  
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frame as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.
The grain and colour on the Oak and Rosewood doors are not an exact match to the Oak and Rosewood PVC frames.



Apeer70

Apeer70 Door Collection.
70mm of  high density 
polyurethane foam with: 
steel reinforced uPVC 
inner frame, triple glazed 
decorative units, double 
dog bolts, Kitemark version 
available and extra insulation 
and security from a double 
rebate uPVC system.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APA Apeer70 Doors

APA1 LO64 APA2 BO500

APA1 FT35 in sidelights and toplight (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APA Apeer70 DoorsAPA Apeer70 Doors

APA3 LF549APA2 FT25 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

APA2 LO21 APA2 BO510 APA3 FT14  
(fused tile and sandblasted design)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APC Apeer70 Doors

APC2 FT29 (fused tile and sandblasted design)
Flat grained GRP panels available for sidelights as shown. 
Moulded half  and quarter panels are also available.

APC2 LF35

APC3 FT32 (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APC2 BO508 APC3 LF548 APC2 GB

APC3 BF503APC3 BO501

APC Apeer70 DoorsAPC Apeer70 Doors
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APG Apeer70 Doors

APG3 FT31 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

APG3 FT27 
(fused tile and sandblasted design, 
house number can be added to the toplight design)

APG3 FT43 (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APG Apeer70 DoorsAPG Apeer70 Doors

APG3 BF502APG3 FT25 

APG3 LF525 (Clear glass in sidelight)

APG3 BO506

All sidelights are available with a decorative design to match 
the door glass or with clear/clear or clear/obscure glass.

All sidelights are available with a decorative design to match 
the door glass or with clear/clear or clear/obscure glass.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APL2 BF503 APL2 BO500

APL Apeer70 Doors

APL2 LF515 (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APL2 LF35 APL2 LO64 APL2 BO508

APL2 BO510APL2 LF517

APL Apeer70 DoorsAPL Apeer70 Doors

Decorative glass on all triple glazed 
units are on the inside panel, making 
the outer glazing units easier to clean.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APM Apeer70 Doors

APM2 BF504 APM2 BO500

APM2 BO508 (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APM Apeer70 DoorsAPM Apeer70 Doors

APM2 BO510 APM2 LF515 APM1 Door, BF551 sidelightAPM2 FT27

APM2 LF549 APM2 FT14 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

APM2 FT29  
(fused tile and sandblasted design)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APS Apeer70 Doors

APS2 FT24 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

APS2 LF527

APS2 BO7 (Door on opposite page)
Please note: the grain on the GRP Rosewood door is not an exact match to the grain on the Rosewood uPVC frame.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APS2 BF504

APS2 BF505 APS2 FT39 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

APS2 LO21

APS2 LF534

APS Apeer70 DoorsAPS Apeer70 Doors

All sidelights are available with a decorative design to match 
the door glass or with clear/clear or clear/obscure glass.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APT Apeer70 Doors

APT2 BO506 APT2 LF547

APT2 LF545 (Door on opposite page)
Please note: the grain on the GRP Oak door is not an exact match to the grain on the Oak uPVC frame as it is a foil.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APT2 BO7 (Clear glass in sidelight) APT2 FT27  
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

APT2 FT21

APT2 LO531APT2 BF502

APT Apeer70 DoorsAPT Apeer70 Doors

All sidelights are available with a decorative 
design to match the door glass or with 
clear/clear or clear/obscure glass.Glass design shows lead and colour film.

All sidelights are available with a decorative design to match 
the door glass or with clear/clear or clear/obscure glass.
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APY Apeer70 Doors

APY2 BO7 APY2 BO500

APY2 FT14 (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

APY2 LF527 APY2 BO508

APY2 LF35 APY2 LF537

APY2 BO62

APY Apeer70 DoorsAPY Apeer70 Doors
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

The Stable Door has all the security 
and style of  a high quality double 
rebate Apeer70 door, but with a 
rustic look that’s perfect for both 
contemporary and classic houses.

Stepped Threshold (25mm)
Max frame 986 x 2247 
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2007 
sash 720 x 1947

Mobility Threshold (15mm)
Max frame 986 x 2250 
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2010 
sash 720 x 1947

Full uPVC Frame 
Threshold
Max frame 986 x 2273 
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2033 
sash 720 x 1947

Low uPVC 
FrameThreshold
Max frame 986 x 2257 
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 806 x 2017 
sash 720 x 1947

Stable Doors

Fuhr Stable 
door lock

Deadbolts top 
and bottom
Weatherseal

APY2 BO500 (Door on opposite page - shown in colour cream)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

French-Style Double Doors

These striking French-Style Double Doors have 
all the security, energy efficiency and style of  
an Apeer70 door, only twice over. With a double 
rebate and the option of  triple glazed units, you 
can create the perfect double doors for your home. 

Stepped Threshold
Max frame 1892w x 2247h 
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 1532w x 2007h 
sash 720 x 1947

Full uPVC Frame 
Threshold
Max frame 1892w x 2273h 
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 1532w x 2033h 
sash 720 x 1947

Low uPVC Frame 
Threshold
Max frame 1892w x 2257h 
sash 900 x 2187
Min frame 1532w x 2017h 
sash 720 x 1947

APA1 (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

Bespoke Doors

Because we design and manufacture every Apeer door in 
our purpose-built factory, we have the capability and the 
experience to create bespoke doors for unique projects. 
Simply submit your plans and sizes via our sales office 
for approval and estimations of  costs and timescales. 

APL2 BO500 (Door on opposite page)

APL2 FT22



Apeer44 Door Collection.
44mm of  high density 
polyurethane foam with: 
steel reinforced uPVC 
inner frame, double glazed 
decorative units and flush 
fit uPVC system.

Apeer44
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

Double glazing unit
Every Apeer44 door is double glazed 
complete with Q Seal warm edge Super 
Spacer® system which can make all the 
difference to the long-term durability, 
energy efficiency, condensation 
resistance and sound transmission.

Matching timber-effect 
raised mouldings are fitted 
internally ensuring glazed 
units can only be accessed 
from the inside.

Single rebate
Apeer44 doors are fitted into 
a 70mm single rebated uPVC 
door system for a flush fit.

Draft seal
A secondary draft seal is fitted 
to every Apeer44 door.

Flush fit
Apeer44 doors are made with 
two GRP sheets featuring 
a lifelike grain and low 
maintenance finish.

Apeer44 Door Collection

MOA2 FT25 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOA2 LF500 MOA3 LO64

MOA2 BO500MOA1 door, LO64 sidelight, 
LO546 toplight (available in white lead only)

Apeer44 MOA
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

Apeer44 MOC

MOC3 BF503

MOC2 LF35MOC2 BO501

MOC2 LF548 MOC2 Clear GB Toplight

APC2 BF551 (Door on opposite page)
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

Apeer44 MOLApeer44 MOG

MOG3 FT27 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOFG3 FT31 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOG3 BF507 MOG3 BF502

MOG3 LF526

MOL2 LO64 MOL2 LF501

MOL2 FT14 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOL2 LF515
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

Apeer44 MOSApeer44 MOM

MOM2 BO500 MOM2 BO509

MOM2 FT29 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOM2 BF504 MOS2 BF505MOS2 BO7

MOS2 FT14 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOS2 LF35
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Every effort has been made to reproduce the colour of  our Apeer doors and the coloured film in the decorative glass designs. However, printing 
constraints will give rise to some colour deviation. All Apeer70 doors are triple glazed as standard. All Apeer44 doors are double glazed as standard. 
Please note the grain on the GRP Apeer door does not replicate the grain on the frames as it is a PVC foil. White frames do not have a grained PVC foil.

Apeer44 MOYApeer44 MOT

MOT2 BO506MOT2 LF545

MOT2 LF23MOT2 FT27 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOT2 BF507 MOY2 BO500MOY2 FT14 
(fused tile and sandblasted design)

MOY2 BO7MOY2 LF35
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Door Accessories

To complement our Apeer doors, we offer a 
range of  high quality door furniture and door 
hardware. All door accessories are covered by 
the hardware manufacturer’s guarantee.

SpyholeSecurity ChainSecurity Handle SBD

Also available 
in silver, black 
and white as 
lever lever and 
lever pad options
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Scroll Urn Slimline Urn Lionshead

Lever Lever Handles Lever Lever Handles (with split spindle)

Lever Pad Handles (with split spindle)

In order to ensure the best quality accessories are used on Apeer doors, New World reserves the right to replace any of  the above options as required.
Hardware comes with manufacturer’s warranty.
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Gold

Apeer44 Butt Hinges

Apeer44 doors are 
fitted with butt hinges. 
Colour options available.
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Apeer70 Flag Hinge

Apeer70 doors are 
fitted with flag hinges.
Colour options available.
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Obscure Backing Glass Door Styles & Sizes

Autumn Leaf or equivalent

Mayflower or equivalent

Taffeta or equivalent

Stippolyte or equivalent

Cotswold or equivalent

Minster or equivalent

Flemish or equivalent

Contour or equivalent

Everglade or equivalent

All of  the door designs featured throughout the brochure 
can be backed with a range of  obscure glass to suit all 
requirements for energy efficiency, safety and privacy.  
This is our standard range but we can offer more styles 
upon request. Please note there may be an additional 
charge for non standard obscure glass patterns.

Apeer70

Stepped Threshold (25mm)
Max Door and Frame 986 x 2247 
giving a Door Leaf  of  900 x 2187
Min Door and Frame 806 x 2007 
giving a Door Leaf  of  720 x 1947

Wheelchair and Mobility 
Thresholds (15mm)
Max Door and Frame 986 x 2250 
giving a Door Leaf  of  900 x 2187
Min Door and Frame 806 x 2010 
giving a Door Leaf  of  720 x 1947

Full uPVC Frame
Max Door and Frame 986 x 2273 
giving a Door Leaf  of  900 x 2187
Min Door and Frame 806 x 2033 
giving a Door Leaf  of  720 x 1947

Low uPVC Frame
Max Door and Frame 986 x 2257 
giving a Door Leaf  of  900 x 2187
Min Door and Frame 806 x 2017 
giving a Door Leaf  of  720 x 1947

Apeer44

Wheelchair and Mobility 
Thresholds (15mm)
Max Door and Frame 1012 x 2263 
giving a Door Leaf  of  900 x 2187
Min Door and Frame 792 x 2006 
giving a Door Leaf  of  680 x 1930

Full uPVC Frame Threshold
Max Door and Frame 1012 x 2299 
giving a Door Leaf  of  900 x 2187
Min Door and Frame 792 x 2042 
giving a Door Leaf  of  680 x 1930

Low uPVC Frame Threshold
Max Door and Frame 1012 x 2283 
giving a Door Leaf  of  900 x 2187
Min Door and Frame 792 x 2026 
giving a Door Leaf  of  680 x 1930

APA / MOA APC / MOC APG / MOG

APL / MOL APM / MOM APS / MOS

APT / MOT APY / MOY

Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
In order to meet customer demand New World reserves the right to change the supplier of  patterned glass without prior notice.

Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
All measurements must be verified by surveyor on site.
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Apeer70 & Apeer44 Glass Index

LF548 

BO501 

BF503 

BO508

FT29

GB 

LF35

APC/MOC

LO64

BF504 BF504 BF507 

BO7

BO500

BO62

LF35

LF527

BO508

FT14 

LF537

BF503 BO500 BF505

BO506

LF501 

BO509 BO7 BO507 

LF35

BO510 FT14 

FT21FT24 FT39FT14

LF23 

BO510BO508

FT27

LF545 LF35 FT29 LF515 LF527

FT14 

LF547

LF515

FT27
 

BO500

LF549 LO21LF534

BF502

LO531
LF517

APL/MOL APM/MOM APS/MOS APT/MOT APY/MOY

BF502

FT27

BF507 

FT31

BO506

LF525

FT25

LF526 

APG/MOGAPA/MOA

FT14

LO64 

LF549 

LF500

BO510 

LO21 

FT25 

BO500 

BF  Bevel, coloured film and lead
BO  Bevel and lead
FT  Fused tile
LF  Lead and coloured film
LO  Lead only

Please see our Door Builder 
software for more decorative 
glass options.

All glass designs featured can 
be fitted into Apeer70 and 
Apeer44 doors.

Please note if  the colour of  the door is changed on an order the colour in the glass design will remain as shown in the brochure unless specified on the order form.  
New World will not alter the glass colour unless instructed to do so on the order form. 
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Threshold Options Technical Information

Panel SizesApeer70

Apeer44 Coupling Bar

Installation
Apeer doors should only be fitted 
by approved installers. To find your 
nearest installer please email your 
enquiry through our website with 
your address. www.nwd.uk.com

Further Technical 
Information
For more details on sizes 
please download the technical 
manual on our website or on 
our Door Builder software.

Half  Panel Sizing
Apeer70 - APHP1
Apeer44 - MOHP1

Apeer70 - APQP1
Apeer44 - MOQP1

Apeer70 - APFE
Apeer44 - MOFE

Quarter Panel Sizing Flat Panel Sizing

Min width - 593mm
Min height - 702mm

Max width - 900mm
Max height - 1000mm

Min width - 275mm
Min height - 702mm

Max width - 550mm
Max height - 915mm

Max width - 450mm
Max height - 900mm

533

103 215215
642

215

642

450

900

All Apeer door and sidelight 
photos in this brochure are 
shown with coupling bar.  

They are also available as a 
fully welded option. Carriage 
surcharge may be applicable. 

Please note we recommend 
all doorsets over 1500mm 
wide should be coupled for 
greater rigidity, stability 
and durability.

Stepped 
Aluminium
Threshold (25mm)

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 17mm

70mm rigid 
polyurethane 
injected core

70mm uPVC 
double rebated 
system

Thermoset 
GRP skin

Fully 
reinforced 
steel 
sub-frame

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 20mm

Wheelchair Access 
Threshold
MDS25/5/2 (15mm)

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 27mm

uPVC 
Low Frame 
Threshold

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 43mm

uPVC 
Full Frame 
Threshold

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 20mm

Mobility Access 
Threshold
MDS80/2 (15mm)

44mm rigid 
polyurethane 
injected core

70mm uPVC 
single rebated 
system

Thermoset 
GRP skin

Fully 
reinforced 
steel 
sub-frame

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 20mm

Wheelchair Access 
Threshold
MDS25/5/2 (15mm)

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 42mm

uPVC 
Low Frame 
Threshold

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 58mm

uPVC 
Full Frame 
Threshold

Distance from 
bottom of door 
leaf to bottom of 
threshold 20mm

Mobility Access 
Threshold
MDS80/2 (15mm)

Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
All measurements must be verified by surveyor on site.

Whilst care is taken to ensure that this brochure is as up-to-date and accurate as possible, no responsibility can be taken by New World for any errors or omissions contained herein.
All measurements must be verified by surveyor on site.
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Apeer’s revolutionary software will open up 
a world of  possibilities for your new door by 
allowing you to build it on screen in minutes. 
Select from our range of  classic or contemporary 
designs, glazing patterns, frame details, furniture 
finishes and colours. Other options are easily 
created after a few more clicks, with prices 
displayed instantly to compare or save for later. 

Detailed designs, 
complementary glazed 
sidelights and toplights - 
all priced clearly 
and instantly.

Make your decision in 
minutes and if  you want 
to come back again later, 
your quote is saved and 
ready for you to review.

With no ‘hidden costs’, 
you’ll see your exact 
order and there are 
no surprises.

Ever fancied 
designing your 
perfect door?

Contact 
your local 

dealer for a 
free demo



New World
Woodside Industrial Estate
Woodside Road
Ballymena, Co. Antrim
Northern Ireland BT42 4HX

T: 028 2563 2200
F: 028 2565 9334
sales@apeer.uk.com
www.apeer.uk.com

T: 048 2563 2200 (ROI)
F: 048 2565 9334 (ROI)

New World 
reserves the 
right to make 
alterations to any 
of the featured 
products without 
prior notice.

Apeer is a registered 
brand of New World 
Developments Ltd.

New World is one of the 
UK and Ireland’s leading 
composite and PVC 
door specialists. View 
our complete range of 
doors, fire doors, glazing 
and door accessories at 
www.nwd.uk.comOctober 2010


